Information Sheet. Product Code:4239/G

Product: Lyndhurst Folding
Shower Seat

DESCRIPTION:

A permanently attached shower seat with padded back
and arms, which can be lifted back against the wall, when
not in use. The padded plastic seat provides extra comfort
and can be removed for cleaning. Support legs are
provided, with adjustment to suit the various heights of
the users.

INTENDED PURPOSE:

As description. Will allow the user to sit in comfort and
security whilst taking a shower. The 4239G has a cut out to
allow easier bathing.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE:

User weight
limit
160kg
(25 stones)

To lower, pull on the top edge of the seat downwards then
lower each arm. The legs will automatically fold outwards
into position. After use, lift the seat and arms back into the
vertical position and the device will hold in place.
The seat may be cleaned with domestic cleaning agents
and detergents. Do not use abrasive materials as this may
damage the protective frame coating.

DO NOT lower the seat by pulling on the legs, as this will
damage the stainless steel link rod and the leg itself.
Warranty will be invalidated if this instruction is not
adhered to.
FITTING INSTRUCTIONS:

This device must be fitted to a load-bearing wall by a
competent person and fastened with expansion bolts. It is
essential that the legs are adjusted for height before the
seat is fastened to the wall. After fitting, the legs must be
vertical. The legs may be adjusted individually by
unscrewing the threaded leg and locking it into position
by tightening the nut.
Should you have a
problem with this
device, please quote
the serial number
attached to the
frame

SAFETY WARNING:

Do not stand on this device.
Ensure the user is competent to use the product.
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